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Thomas Weber
In 1994, Karl Höffkes, a collector of historic film footage and a chronicler of the darkest chapters
of the twentieth century, sat down with a woman in her late 80s. The meticulously dressed
woman with her large gold-rimmed glasses, curly, neatly styled gray hair, red lipstick and oldfashioned but elegant earrings had difficulty maintaining eye contact. She was clearly focusing
on the world from 80 years earlier, which she was trying to bring back in front of her inner eyes.
In the process, she shared her and her family’s recollections about their life in Munich in the era
of World War I. When Höffkes stopped filming his interview with Elisabeth Grünbauer, he had
on his tape evidence of Hitler’s first known antisemitic statement with any degree of credibility.2
Elisabeth Grünbauer was the daughter of the Popps, the family with whom Hitler lodged
in Munich in the fifteen or sixteen months prior to his leaving of the city to fight in World War
I. During that time, Hitler and the Popps—Elisabeth, her parents Anna and Joseph, and her
brother Josef, Jr.—grew quite close, as evident in the surviving seven letters and postcards that
Hitler sent to them from the front in late 1914 and early 1915.3
Born on 13 May 1905,4 Elisabeth Grünbauer was only eight by the time Hitler became
her family’s tenant. Her testimony should be read less as the personal recollections of a young
girl, however, than as an account of the collective memories of her family about Hitler’s time
with them. In fact, her interview with Höffkes really has two parts: one focusing on things that
her parents shared with her and another that recalls her own personal recollections—for instance,
of how she and her friends had tried to play harmless tricks on Hitler.
As far as we can tell, Grünbauer lived a quiet life. Once she grew up, she married a Mr.
Steindl and moved from Munich to Hamburg, where she lived between 1931 and 1935.5 During
that time, her mother gave an interview to the author of the first major English-language
biography of Hitler, Germany’s Hitler, published in London in 1934. Her mother’s interview was
edited for the hagiographic book in such a way as to ensure that it fully aligned with the story
Hitler had been trying to tell of himself. Furthermore, her mother’s interview does not disclose
anything of political significance. However, in its non-political observations, her mother’s 1930s
interview and her own 1990s interview align quite closely, thus supporting the idea that
Grünbauer’s interview should be treated as an account of the collective memories of her family,
as shared with her.6
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At some point during the Third Reich, Grünbauer and Steindl divorced, and she returned
to Munich. She took a job as a clerk at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry and moved back
into her parents’ apartment. In 1933, she joined the Nazi Party and in 1938 became a member of
the German Labor Front (Deutsche Arbeitsfront, or DAF). In 1969, she remarried and became
the wife of Ludwig Grünbauer, who ran a taxi company. He predeceased her, dying in 1978,
while she lived until 10 September 1999.7 She thus spoke to Karl Höffkes five years prior to her
death, when the latter was collecting perpetrator and victim testimonies.
Even though Grünbauer’s testimony matters most for shedding new light on the genesis of
Hitler’s antisemitism, Höffkes’ conversation with her also turned up many other invaluable
pieces of information about the future Nazi. It implicitly confirmed, for instance, that Hitler
consistently lied—for reasons we still do not understand—about his move from Austria-Hungary
to Germany. Hitler oddly claimed time and time again to have moved to Munich in 1912, when
in reality he only moved to Germany the following year.8 The interview also reveals Grünbauer
to still be under Hitler’s spell, years after their interaction. Further it brings to the fore her very
German love for neatness and order, as she describes how Hitler arrived from Vienna at her
parent’s apartment on Schleißheimer Straße in 1913 and rented together with his acquaintance
Rudolf Häusler9 the room adjacent to their apartment next to the stairs:
When he arrived from Vienna, he had a suitcase with him and all of his clothing
and everything else was arranged so orderly, as if his mother had packed [it] for
him. Yes, everything was very, very clean and wonderful. … He was extremely
pleasant., a man of noble demeanor. … I am almost tempted to say that he was
obsessed with justice. … He was very, very disciplined. I can only say the best
about him on these matters.10
Grünbauer also shared with Karl Höffkes how Hitler had managed to serve in World War I in the
Bavarian Army (and hence in the German armed forces), despite legally being a foreigner and a
subject of the Habsburg emperor:
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Hitler then sent a petition [Immediatgesuch] to the Bavarian king. Things took a very
long time after that. … He waited feverishly for a response; twice every day, he came
by to my father’s shop to inquire if still no letter had arrived for him. Yet eventually
the response did arrive. … Hitler almost jumped for joy at the news that he was
allowed to serve in the German Army.11
Grünbauer’s statement is arguably the first plausible explanation as to how Hitler managed to
serve as an Austrian in the German armed forces and hence to embark on a journey that would
ultimately lead to his entering politics. On one level, her testimony simply confirms Hitler’s own
claims, as he himself, too, claimed in Mein Kampf to have turned directly to the king:
On August 3 I submitted a direct petition [Immediatgesuch] to His Majesty King
Ludwig III with the request that I be permitted to serve in a Bavarian regiment. The
cabinet office was certainly more than busy in those days; my joy was the greater
when on the following day I received the reply to my request. My joy and my
gratitude knew no end when I had opened the letter with trembling hands and read
that my request had been granted and that I was summoned to report to a Bavarian
regiment.12
Hitler’s own claim has generally been dismissed as implausible, as it is unlikely that the king’s
office would have had nothing more urgent to do two days after the outbreak of war than to
attend immediately to the request of a young Austrian volunteer. Furthermore, the War Ministry,
rather than the king himself, was responsible for such requests.13 There is, however, a significant
difference between Grünbauer’s and Hitler’s accounts of the affair. While Hitler claims to have
received a response within a day, Grünbauer describes how he waited impatiently for a response
to his request for special dispensation to serve in the Bavarian army and how it took a while
before he received a response.
The time lag in the response to Hitler’s request makes Grünbauer’s claim both plausible
and probable. Her statement would suggest that the request was not dealt with in an expedited
fashion and that the king’s office thus did not have to put to the side more pressing matters right
after the outbreak of war. Furthermore, the fact that Hitler presented himself to the recruitment
office of the 2nd Bavarian Infantry Regiment in order to volunteer only on 16 August now makes
sense.14 It would mean that he only volunteered with the 2nd Infantry Regiment in mid-August
for one simple reason: he had to wait to get a response to his request for special dispensation to
serve in the German armed forces. This explanation seems more plausible than the previous
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speculation, which was that he only volunteered on 16 August with the 2nd Infantry, after having
previously been turned down by other regiments.15
Furthermore, when the Bavarian Ministry of the Interior tasked the Bavarian War
Archive with examining how Hitler had managed to be admitted into the Bavarian Army, the
archive’s report confirmed that the Bavarian king had issued a decree allowing the War Ministry
to admit foreign volunteers. The report also detailed that the War Ministry did, in fact, admit a
number of Austrians as volunteers at the beginning of the war. The War Archive, however, did
not manage to find a paper trail relating specifically to Hitler amongst the files relating to foreign
volunteers.16 This fact is far less significant, however, than the existence of policies that allowed
for Hitler to be admitted into the Bavarian Army. After all, no paper trail relating to his
admittance into the 2nd Infantry Regiment has survived either.
Moreover, it is untrue, as has been suggested elsewhere, that because Hitler was an
Austrian subject to conscription, he would have had to be returned to Austria-Hungary.17 Due to
the medical exemption he had received from the Habsburg authorities earlier in the year, he
simply was no longer subject to conscription in Austria-Hungary.18 Nor is it of relevance that the
War Ministry, rather than the king, was in charge of dealing with volunteers. Ignoring the issue
that this was only a policy that evolved in the first few days and weeks of the war, the whole
point of an “Immediatgesuch” is that petitioners forego normal administrative procedures and
turn straight to the highest possible authority. Moreover, the lag in the response to Hitler’s
request leaves the possibility open that the War Ministry may have subsequently been involved
as well.
In short, Elisabeth Grünbauer’s interview gives, for the first time, the most plausible and
probable explanation yet as to how Hitler managed to serve in the German armed forces and
from there enter the world of politics. However, the real significance of Grünbauer’s interview
lies in her statements about Hitler’s expressions of antisemitism. As she recalled in the interview:
And he always complained about what was going on in Austria; and, above all, he
[said] that he did not want to serve in the military in Austria because Austria was
too swamped with Jews [verjudet]. … That was one of his recurring themes, that he
said that Vienna and Austria were so “verjudet” that he had left the country and was
unwilling to fight in the war for Austria. … That repeatedly came up in
conversation on his frequent visits to my father in his shop. … Their discussions
often lasted for hours, which was not always pleasant for my father, who of course
had to work during the day. But other than that, the two of them got along well. …
[His anti-Semitism] was in no way conspicuous. It only appeared in conversation–
for example, when he chatted with my father and asserted that “the Jews are
exploiting the people.” … And the Stuffler Company on Lenbachplatz was Jewish
too, and it paid him hardly anything for his paintings. … Well, he also said that the
Jews were exploiters, as they controlled Austria and the stock exchange. I was not
personally present [to hear Hitler say this], but was told as much by my parents. …
He spoke simply of exploitation, that people were being exploited over there [in
Austria], and that it was no different in Germany.
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What makes Grünbauer’s statement significant is both the date of Hitler’s antisemitic remarks
and the arguments used to justify them.
Prior to the surfacing of Grünbauer’s interview, no reliable document had ever come to
light relating to Hitler’s antisemitism prior to the summer of 1919. In other words, if
Grünbauer’s testimony is to be trusted, we now have evidence of antisemitic statements by Hitler
that predate any other known reliable antisemitic expressions by him by about six years.
Crucially, the antisemitic statements Höffkes recorded predate World War I and thus call into
question the received wisdom of how Hitler turned into an antisemite. And they invite us to
revisit the question as to what happened to Hitler in his final years in Vienna.
To be sure, Hitler himself claimed to have turned into a politically motivated antisemite
while a young man in Vienna. However, ever since the late German-Austrian historian Brigitte
Hamann released her seminal study Hitlers Wien: Lehrjahre eines Diktators (1998) chronicling
his years in the Austrian capital between 1907 and 1913, Hitler’s own contentions about the
evolution of his antisemitism have been dismissed as politically clever fiction.19
Between the autumn of 1922, when Hitler first started talking publicly about his own life,
and the writing of Mein Kampf, Hitler skillfully invented a politically useful past for himself.20
As part of his story, he explained how his antisemitism did not originate in his family,
insisting—with some plausibility—that his father had not been antisemitic.21 Indeed, his halfsister Angela ran the Jewish student canteen at Vienna University in the aftermath of World War
I. This fact confirms that no path dependency existed from Hitler’s childhood and family
background to his later fervently antisemitic beliefs. The same is true of the initial refusal of both
Angela and Hitler’s sister, Paula, to visit him in prison following his failed putsch due to his
antisemitism.22
While Hitler was thus truthful—at least on this occasion—about the starting point of his
political travails, he departed from the truth as soon as his story reached his teenage years, and
claims about the emergence of his antisemitism formed the core of the story he was telling. In so
doing, he followed the literary conventions of the German Bildungsroman and the contemporary
fascination with “genius,” explaining how, as a boy without any pedigree coming out of
nowhere, he experienced many episodes of hardship during his Vienna years. Those experiences
supposedly provided him with profound revelations about the nature of life. This approach made
it possible for Hitler to portray the episodes of hardship he had supposedly endured as allowing
him to see the hidden architecture of the world. This, is turn, enabled him to come up with totally
original solutions to the problems facing mankind. Thereby, he artfully and cleverly created a
space in politics for himself in 1920s Germany. This was a time at which there normally would
have been no opening in politics for a high school dropout from a modest background. He
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exploited the popular craving after World War I for the emergence of “geniuses” who would lead
Germany out of misery. Geniuses were defined as men with a superior capacity for creativity and
originality and who were able to break the mold of the past and come up with entirely new
answers. Crucially, geniuses tend to come out of nowhere, with innate qualities that they develop
as they grow up.23
Hitler thus claimed, in the form of a quasi-Bildungsroman, that the challenges he
overcame in Austria’s capital revealed to him the power of antisemitism in making sense of the
world. He wanted readers to believe that his political antisemitism was fully developed by the
time he left Vienna for Germany.24 As he wrote in Mein Kampf, “The scales dropped from my
eyes when I realized that the Jew is the leader of Social Democracy. This put an end to a long
internal struggle. … This was the time in which the greatest change I was ever to experience took
place in me. From a feeble cosmopolite I had turned into a fanatical antisemite.” Hitler
concluded, “If, with the help of the Marxian creed, the Jew conquers the nations of this world,
his crown will become the funeral wreath of humanity, and once again this planet, empty of
mankind, will move through the ether as it did thousands of years ago.”25
As early as the 1930s, Rudolf Hanisch, Hitler’s companion in Vienna from late 1909 to
August 1910, tried to expose Hitler’s account of the emergence of his anti-Semitism in Austria’s
capital as fictional. In April 1939, The New Republic posthumously published a three-part article
by Hanisch, written almost certainly four years prior to his death in an Austrian prison in 1937.
The article recalled the time during which he had been “Hitler’s buddy.” The American
magazine detailed the many Jewish friends and business partners with whom Hitler had contact
in Vienna. According to Hanisch, Hitler had also rejected equating Jewish capitalism with usury.
He reportedly had praised the charitableness of Jews, dismissed the ritual murder charge against
them as nonsense, advocated the erection of a monument in Germany to the German Jewish poet
Heinrich Heine, and praised Gotthold Ephraim Lessing’s famous play Nathan the Wise, whose
Jewish protagonist celebrates mutual Jewish–Christian–Muslim toleration. Furthermore, Hanisch
claimed that Hitler had tried to contradict antisemites in discussions at the men’s hostel at which
they stayed, celebrated Moses and the Ten Commandments as the basis of all civilization, spoke
in awe of the Rothschilds, and admired how the Jewish people’s resilience had enabled them to
survive persecution throughout the ages.26
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Until the publication of Brigitte Hamann’s book, Hanisch’s account was dismissed as
written by someone who had an axe to grind with Hitler and who was both an antisemite and a
convicted fraudster. Indeed, some of Hanisch’s claims cannot possibly be true—for instance, the
fact that he reported Hitler’s responses to a film that was, in fact, only released in 1915.27
However, in meticulously following up on Hanisch’s claims, Hamann found ample evidence to
corroborate his observations about Hitler’s Jewish contacts and concluded that they were
essentially true. The Hitler who emerges from the pages of Hamann’s book is one who was
almost obsessively anti-Catholic, but had no difficulties interacting with his Jewish friends and
business partners and who admired many facets of Judaism.28 Likewise, Hamann deconstructed
the claim made by Hitler’s erstwhile friend August Kubitzek that Hitler joined the Antisemitic
League during his time in Vienna, pointing out that the league did not even exist in Austria until
after World War I.29
Following the publication of Hamann’s book, the natural assumption in the late 1990s
and early years of the new millennium was that Hitler’s antisemitism must have evolved during
the years of World War I. However, my own book on the subject, Hitler’s First War, revealed
that Hitler had relations with other Jews during the war that appeared to be free of tensions; it
further argued that there was no credible evidence about wartime antisemitic statements on his
part and that any claims to the contrary were part of Hitler’s subsequent attempt to invent a
politically useful alternative past for himself.30
In recent years, therefore, attention has shifted toward locating the emergence of Hitler’s
antisemitism in the postwar period, in the Munich of 1919. Three different sets of explanations
about the birth of Hitler’s political antisemitism currently compete with each other. The first
locates Hitler’s rabid antisemitism in his experience of the chaotic six months of revolution in
the city, particularly during the short-lived Munich Soviet Republic in April 1919. According to
this reading, anti-Bolshevism lay at the heart of Hitler’ antisemitic conversion. The claim is that
Hitler shared the popular belief that the Jews were behind the revolution.31 The second and third
explanations claim that Hitler’s behavior during the revolution suggests something else: that,
rather than having been an anti-revolutionary antisemite, Hitler had either sat politically on the
fence during six months of revolution or had even been willing to support it.
Following the most influential current explanation, Hitler first embraced antisemitism
during his time in the post-revolutionary army (Reichswehr) in Munich, where he trained to be a
counter-revolutionary propagandist. Hitler, we are told, merely absorbed the antisemitism around
him. His politicization occurred in a passive way without requiring any initiative of his own. Any
antisemitic ideas expressed by Hitler in the weeks and months to come, it is pointed out, could
also be found in pamphlets available to him. In all likelihood, the people with whom Hitler spent
time during the summer of 1919 also discussed them. And just as in the case of other people on
the Right, Hitler’s new antisemitism was directed primarily at the Left and, to a lesser degree, at
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capitalists as well. In short, his emerging antisemitism, we are told, was utterly unoriginal and
was simply the antisemitism of the post-revolutionary army in Munich.32
My own belief, as advanced in Becoming Hitler, is that the previous theory merely
describes, and does not explain, Hitler’s antisemitic transformation. The previous interpretation
arguably does not explain why in the summer of 1919 Hitler was suddenly so interested in, and
receptive to, sustained antisemitic indoctrination. By contrast, my own explanation stresses the
impossibility of Hitler simply passively absorbing the ideas of the milieu of the postrevolutionary army. In fact, he was exposed to a rich buffet of right-wing ideas that sometimes
complemented and sometimes contradicted each other.
Hitler’s anti-revolutionary propaganda course of the German army was supposed to have
been led by Fritz Gerlich, a Catholic conservative and fervent opponent of antisemitism who was
later murdered by the Nazis in 1934. The lecturers who actually did end up teaching the course
were remarkably diverse in the ideas they propagated. They exposed Hitler to an array of
conservative and right-wing ideas. The real question, therefore, is not whether or not echoes of
the ideas expressed in his propaganda course and of pamphlets available to him can be found in
Hitler’s emerging antisemitic statements, but rather why Hitler started to eat from the buffet of
right-wing ideas available to him in the first place. It is also crucial to ask why he picked the
dishes that he did and refused others that were available to him.33
In answering the first part of the question, it is important to recall the delayed nature of
Hitler’s realization of Germany’s wartime defeat. That realization only seems to have occurred
after the ratification of the Versailles Treaty. At this point, Hitler now asked himself two
questions: How was it possible that Germany had lost the war? And more importantly, how
would Germany have to be recast so as never to face defeat again? In confronting these two
questions, Hitler sincerely engaged with the world of ideas. He sought to find the most
persuasive answers as to what constituted the primary reasons for Germany’s domestic and
external weakness, with the ultimately goal of thus identifying normative descriptions about how
Germany could be saved. It was at this point that Hitler turned to political antisemitism. He
identified the supposedly pernicious influence of Jewish ideas as the primary reason of
Germany’s domestic weakness, fragmentation, discord, and poverty.34
All this said, we still do not fully understand why Hitler chose the explanations that he
did over others during his moment of nascent politicization. Simply pointing to the popularity of
32
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antisemitic ideas in the right-wing milieu of the army in which he was moving in postrevolutionary Munich is unpersuasive. In fact, Hitler initially did not opt for the most popular
brand of antisemitism in the army at the time: anti-Bolshevik antisemitism. Likewise, whereas
scores of right-wing agitators later accused the Left of having stabbed the German army in the
back during the war, Hitler hardly ever used the term “stab in the back.” And, contrary to his
claims in Mein Kampf, Hitler’s antisemitism was initially far more anti-capitalist (aimed at
supposedly Jewish finance capitalism) than anti-Bolshevik in nature.35
The question then becomes why Hitler was drawn to certain antisemitic answers, as
opposed to both non-antisemitic answers and antisemitic answers of a different kind, while
seeking to explain the reasons of Germany’s internal weakness. It is in this context that one may
ask if it is really credible to argue that Hitler did not harbor antisemitic views prior to the
summer of 1919. It is in this context that Elisabeth Grünbauer’s interview is potentially so
important.
Of course, hardly anyone would consider it likely that Hitler categorically did not harbor
any antisemitic sentiments before 1919. In a Europe and North America rife with antisemitic
prejudice—even among people fighting for Jewish emancipation—it would be counterintuitive
to suggest that Hitler was the odd man out and did not embrace any antisemitic stereotypes.
Moreover, there is consensus that in Vienna Hitler did study antisemitic as well as proJewish literature at great length,36 which indicates that at the very least antisemitic thought
entered Hitler’s storage of ideas while living in Vienna. Irrespective of whether or not Hitler
identified with these ideas during his years in Austria’s capital, he could turn back to them for
inspiration once his antisemitic political conversion occurred.
Furthermore, it is likely that while in Vienna Hitler became an admirer of the city’s
mayor Karl Lueger and of the Pan-German politicians Georg von Schönerer and Karl Hermann
Wolf, all of whom were antisemites.37 However, his support of the three men does not prove
Hitler to be an antisemite during his Vienna years. Lueger was both antisemitic and, unlike
Hitler, very pro-Catholic; Schönerer was both antisemitic and anti-Catholic, while Wolf
campaigned for Jews who identified as Germans to be brought into the Pan-German fray.38 In
other words, the three politicians differed in their attitudes toward Catholics and Jews, and the
least we can say is that Hitler’s anti-Catholicism does not appear to have stopped him from
identifying with central features of their political ideas.
There is thus a high likelihood that Hitler admired the three politicians, not for their
respective attitudes toward Catholicism and Judaism, but for their goal of wanting to bring
together all Germans under one national roof; after all, that is the only political constant in
Hitler’s life from his teenage years until the day he died. Nevertheless, the antisemitic aspects of
Lueger’s and Schönerer’s ideologies, in particular, would have entered Hitler’s storage of ideas
while in Vienna anyway, ready to be used in case he himself turned to political antisemitism.
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According to Hanisch, Hitler, despite his frequent and positive interactions with Jews and
his pro-Jewish statements, nevertheless expressed ideas with clear antisemitic undertones. If we
can believe Hanisch, Hitler described Jews as a “different race.” Further, he is said to have
remarked that Jews had “a different smell” and that Jews “are very radical and have terroristic
inclinations.”39 However, it should be noted that the term race had a double meaning at the time,
meaning either “ethnicity” or “race” in a modern sense, depending on its context.
If Elisabeth Grünbauer’s statements are to believed, by the time Hitler was her family’s
tenant, his attitudes toward Jews were already of a far more radical and political kind than those
of a man believing that Jews were of a different ethnicity with distinctive characteristics.
Crucially, her claim that Hitler had left the country of his birth and had been unwilling to serve
in the Habsburg armed forces has clear political connotations and thus goes well beyond the
casual antisemitism shared by most Europeans and Americans at the time.
While Grünbauer’s statement appears to challenge the reigning explanations about the
emergence of Hitler’s antisemitism, it dovetails with recent discussions about the origins of
Hitler’s politically motivated Jew-hatred that were started in the “Scholars Forum” on Becoming
Hitler in the pages of this journal. They centered, in part, on the riddle, as Mark Roseman puts it
in his piece for the forum, that “the emergence of the antisemitic Hitler comes so quickly.”40
In his piece, Harold Marcuse concludes, “However, I do think there is a relevant piece
missing that prevents us from reaching a fuller understanding of Hitler’s drive toward genocide:
Hitler’s personal life. Most scholarly biographers focus on Hitler’s political and ideological
development, dismissing his personal life as subsidiary or irrelevant. Weber, too, succumbs to
the attraction of avoiding serious engagement, never going beyond the claim that Hitler’s ‘urge
to escape loneliness’ drove his opportunism.” Marcuse adds, “As convincing as Weber’s
meticulous and nuanced contextual reconstruction of Hitler’s antisemitism after it emerged fullblown in the summer of 1919 is, I think some earlier piece of the puzzle is missing. It may not
explain how the Shoah came about, but it would shed light on how the so-called butterfly effect
can end up spawning a hurricane of hatred.”41
I fully agree with Marcuse. In order to understand the full significance of Grünbauer’s
interview in this context, it is worth reproducing my original response to his criticism. I pointed
out that I had, in fact, tried to advance an argument in Becoming Hitler similar to Marcuse’s—
that is, of the importance of looking for earlier pieces of the puzzle, “but for fear of advancing an
unsubstantiated argument, I clearly [had been] too timid and understated in the manner in which
I [had] raised the issue.” I added:
In fact, I was under the impression of having written a book that details Hitler’s
personal life in the belief that we can only make sense of Hitler’s political
development if we are taking his personal life seriously. I believe that there are
good reasons to believe that in the year prior to Hitler’s arrival in Munich,
something might have happened in his personal life that was deeply traumatic for
him and that would have a butterfly effect.
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As I do not have firm evidence as to what this traumatic [event] might have
been, I only alluded to the fact that something very significant happened to Hitler in
1912 or 1913 in my discussion of his interaction with Helene Hanfstaengl. I was
trying to reopen the idea that there really is a missing year in Hitler’s life,
challenging the attempt in most recent Hitler biographies to dismiss this. In doing
so, I hoped that readers of my book with knowledge of previously unreported or
underreported facts relating to Hitler’s whereabouts in 1912 and 1913 might come
forward. Clearly I did myself a disservice by not being more explicit about what I
was trying to achieve.42
The section from Becoming Hitler about Hitler’s 1923 interactions with Helene Hanfstaengl—
who, like Hitler, was an ethnic German born abroad who had made postwar Munich her home
and to whom Hitler was quite possibly emotionally closer than anyone else at the time 43—reads
as follows:
Unlike with people in the party, he did not become cross when she asked him about
his past. However, even though he was happy to talk about his adolescence in
Austria and about his life since moving to Munich, he did not really talk to her
about his experiences in Vienna. The only reference to his time in the Austrian
capital occurred in his frequent rants against the city’s Jews. In 1971 she [Helene
Hanfstaengl] observed, “He was really very cagy about saying what he really did
[in Vienna].” Helene believed that something personal must have happened to
Hitler in Vienna, for which he blamed the Jews, which he could not, or did not want
to talk about: “He built it up—this hatred. I often heard him raving about Jews—
absolutely personal, not just a political thing.”
Helene Hanfstaengl may well have been right. It was not just that he did not
want to talk to anyone about his Vienna years, but also he kept misdating his move
to Munich. All evidence suggests that Hitler did not arrive in Munich before 1913.
Yet in an article for the Völkischer Beobachter of April 12, 1922, he claimed to
have moved from Vienna to Munich in 1912. He made the same claim during his
trial following the failed coup of 1923.
Hitler did not simply make the same mistake twice, as, in a brief
biographical sketch he had included in a letter he wrote to Emil Gansser, the party’s
chief fund-raiser abroad, in 1921, he made the identical claim. And he would do so
again in 1925 to Austrian authorities when requesting to be released from Austrian
citizenship. It has never conclusively been resolved why Hitler deliberately
predated his arrival in Munich by a year.44
Going back to Hitler’s final year(s) in Vienna promises to help us understand not only Hitler’s
consistent and bizarre misdating of his arrival in Munich, but also, more importantly, it has the
potential to resolve whether something happened in his life during that time that would have a
butterfly effect, whether a broader and more gradual antisemitic transformation took place in his
final year(s) in Vienna, or whether the orthodox view that Hitler is unlikely to have harbored any
significant antisemitic views until after World War I stands.
Thomas Weber, “Response,” Dapim: Studies on the Holocaust, vol. 32, no. 2 (2018): p. 150.
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Hitler’s unwillingness to respond to questions about his past in Vienna, his misdating of
his move to Germany, and Helene Hanfstaengl’s observations lend credence to the idea that, as
Marcuse put it, “an earlier piece of the puzzle is missing” that may “shed light on how the socalled butterfly effect can end up spawning a hurricane of hatred.”
What makes it so difficult to make sense of Hitler’s final year(s) in Vienna is that so little
reliable documentary evidence has survived from that time. As the historian Peter Longerich has
put it, “Indeed, there is hardly any reliable information about Hitler’s life for the period 1910 to
1913.”45 Most of the reliable evidence relating to Hitler’s time in Vienna comes from his first
few years in the city, including Hanisch’s account of his attitudes toward Jews (even though
Hamann proved that positive interactions with, and statements about Jews on Hitler’s part
continued well after Hanisch and Hitler had broken with each other). Nevertheless, for his final
year in Vienna, the surviving documentary evidence is highly problematic: anonymous two-page
recollections of one of Hitler’s peers from the men’s hostel in which Hitler stayed in Vienna,
published in a Czech illustrated magazine in 1935; an account by another former peer of Hitler’s
from the same hostel, which the Nazi Party Archive asked him to compose; and the family
recollections of the descendants of Rudolf Häusler, with whom Hitler had shared his room
adjacent to the Popps apartment until Häusler had no longer been able to cope with Hitler’s
company and moved out in February 1914.46
The anonymous Czech article focuses on Hitler’s impoverished attire, his copying of
pictures of Vienna, and his love for the adventure writer Karl May, yet also stresses Hitler’s antiCatholicism. The account commissioned by the Nazi Party Archive sings Hitler’s praises and
emphasizes his anti-Catholicism and anti-socialism. Meanwhile, Häusler’s daughter told
Hamann about her father’s interactions with Hitler, stressing how he had infused a love for
Wagner’s music in her father, but not focusing on politics or interactions with Jews.47
It is very difficult to know which of these statements can be trusted. And even if they
were to be trusted, they likely only cover part of Hitler’s final time in Vienna. The writer of the
account commissioned by the Nazi Party claims to have met Hitler in early 1913, whereas
Häusler and Hitler seem to have met in February of that year. The anonymous writer of the
Czech article recalls Hitler’s desire to attend Karl May’s speech in Vienna in March 1912, but
beyond that it is difficult to know what period of time he claims to cover.
Strangely, in his article for The New Republic, Hanisch—who between 28 November
1912 and 29 March 191348 stayed again at the same men’s hostel at which Hitler was registered
when he left Vienna in May 1913—does not really describe interactions with, or observations
about, Hitler from late 1912 and early 1913. He details at great length his interactions and falling
out with Adolf Hitler from 1909 and 1910 and then goes straight on to say: “The last time I met
Hitler was in August, 1913, on the Wiedner Hauptstrasse.”49 It is almost as if Hanisch had had no
encounters with Hitler during his time back at the men’s hostel.
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Speculation as to whether something fundamental had happened in Hitler’s life prior to
his arrival to Munich—something that he edited out of his life’s story—abounded as soon as he
appeared on the political landscape of Munich in the early 1920s. In 1921, opponents within the
Nazi Party attempted to discredit him when he tried to become the party’s leader. They did so by
claiming, implausibly, that he was secretly a supporter of the Habsburgs. 50 In reality, there is no
doubt that he was a fervent opponent of the dynasty.
Even before accusations of pro-Habsburg sympathies were voiced, claims surfaced in
January 1921 that Hitler’s involvement with Jews had not just been social and political, but also
romantic. The Münchener Post, the Socialist newspaper with the longest track record in trying to
expose Hitler as both a fraud and a dangerous demagogue, ran a story about the Nazi Party at the
time. The article covered the trial of Hitler after he was taken to court for violently interrupting a
meeting of a different political grouping. According to the story in the Münchener Post, Hitler
had once been engaged to be married to the daughter of an Eastern-European Jewish migrant
from Galicia.51
A book by the Hungarian–Jewish writer Paul Tabori (also known as Peter Stafford),
whose father had been killed in Auschwitz, put forward claims in his introduction to the Eva
Braun diaries forged by the alpinist and actor Luis Trenker, published in 1949, that are similar to
the ones made in 1921:
Erna Hoffmann, the wife of Hitler’s “court photographer,” declared in an interview
which she gave to a French reporter and which was later reproduced in a Swiss
illustrated paper, that Eva Braun was by no means Hitler’s most important ladylove—only “one of his twelve mistresses.” Frau Hoffmann said that Hitler had
deserted Eva “just as he deserted his first mistress, the Jewish girl Johanna
Wachsmann, who in 1913 had left her rich parents in order to live with Hitler on
the fifth floor of the Vienna inn, ‘Zur Schwarzen Katze.’”… The “twelve
mistresses” whom Erna Hoffmann enumerates cannot be taken very seriously.
Many similar legends were created by Hitler’s predilection for pretty, fair-haired
girls.52
I also should add that a few years ago I was asked to evaluate documents in private hands that
were of a similar nature to the stories that emerged in 1921 and in 1949. Furthermore, in the
1970s, the divorced wife of Hitler’s half-brother Alois, Irish-born Bridget Dowling, published
her memoirs claiming that Hitler had visited Alois and her in Liverpool from November 1912 to
April 1913.53
None of these stories quite add up. Dowling’s book is so full of tall stories as to render
her an utterly untrustworthy source. Similarly, I advised the people sharing their documents with
me a few years ago that even though it would be difficult to verify my verdict, I deem the claims
made in the documents improbable. Furthermore, Erna Hoffmann tried to get an injunction in
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court against a different book that also quoted from the Swiss magazine used by Tabori, arguing
that she had never spoken to the magazine.54 And the story in Münchener Post was published at a
time at which we know that many people in Munich were trying to damage Hitler.
None of this is to deny the possibility that something happened in Hitler’s life in his final
year(s) in Vienna that might have had a butterfly effect. If Hitler’s antisemitism simply had
gradually radicalized in his final years in Vienna, we would expect to find echoes of that
antisemitism in the few sources that have survived. Similarly, there would have been no—or at
least less—incentive for him to lie about his departure date from Vienna. And, in all likelihood,
there would have been a greater willingness by Hitler to talk about his Vienna years. Most
importantly, if his political antisemitism had already been fully developed, just not expressed
publicly, Hitler’s antisemitism in the second half of 1919 would have been similar in nature and
quality to the political antisemitism most popular in prewar Vienna, which it was not (even
though there were echoes of his claimed earlier references to the stock exchange being controlled
by Jews in his emerging anti-capitalist antisemitism in 1919.)
We are really only left with two plausible options: Either something fundamental
happened in Hitler’s life in Vienna that changed his attitudes toward Jews and that would have a
delayed, far-from-inevitable impact after World War I, or Hitler’s views of Jews until 1919
genuinely were without prejudice. The suddenness and radical nature of Hitler’s conversion to
political antisemitism in 1919, the fact that Hitler did not want to talk at all about his experiences
in Vienna and clearly lied about his final year in Munich, and Helene Hanfstaengl’s and
Elisabeth Grünbauer’s testimonies seem to lend support to the first of the two options—namely
that something in his past, which Hitler did not want to talk about, changed his attitudes toward
Jews.
Both Hanfstaengl and Grünbauer concur on one central point: when Hitler talked about
Vienna, he engaged in frequent rants about Jews, yet did not elaborate on the point. Hanfstaengl
tells us that he repeatedly raged about the city’s Jews, but beyond that would not talk about his
time in Vienna. Grünbauer, meanwhile, told Höffkes that Hitler often stressed how “verjudet,” or
swamped with Jews, Vienna was and that he wanted to get away from there, and yet he would
not elaborate on his antisemitism. As Grünbauer recalled, beyond his rants about wanting to
leave a city city that was “verjudet,” he did not say anything antisemitic. One should also add
that for the rest of his life, Hitler rarely returned to Vienna and was full of disdain for the city.
All this would suggest that there is a high likelihood that Helene Hanfstaengl was right
when she suggested that something must have happened in Vienna that changed Hitler’s attitudes
to Jews that was “not just a political thing,” but something that Hitler perceived as “absolutely
personal.” His behavior suggests the existence of some kind of deep-seated, repressed
antisemitism rooted in his time in Vienna.
This is not say that something must have occurred to him that was major in an objective
sense—rather, that it was merely something that Hitler perceived to be so. Nor is it to say that
there is a direct line from Hitler’s Vienna years to the emergence of his postwar political
antisemitism. To stick with Marcuse’s image, the flapping of the wings of butterflies rarely
triggers hurricanes. Had it not been for the political conditions of Munich in 1919, whatever
might have happened in Hitler’s life in final year(s) in Vienna would not have culminated in the
emergence of a hurricane of hatred. In other words, the impact of his changing attitudes toward
Jews prior to the war may have been as simple as making him more receptive to antisemitic
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explanations at a time, in 1919, when he had to choose between competing accounts about the
primary reasons of Germany’s domestic weakness. And the release of repressed, deep-seated
antisemitism in 1919 would go a long way in explaining the surprising ferocity with which his
political antisemitism emerged in 1919.
The explanation offered here does not simply stand or fall with Grünbauer’s testimony.
However, her interview is the clearest piece of evidence in support of the idea that Hitler’s
political antisemitism of 1919 did not emerge out of nowhere, but was a mutation of an earlier
form of political antisemitism on his part. Without that earlier antisemitism, Hitler would have
been less receptive to antisemitism to 1919 and would have been, in all likelihood, less ferocious
in following through with it.
This raises the question of how reliable we can regard Grünbauer’s recollections, given
that they came from an elderly woman remembering events that occurred 80 years earlier. Of
course, her interview is far from an ideal source. However, in the context of Hitler’s
radicalization, it is as good a source as any, as prior to World War I Hitler was an insignificant
person with a thin documentary record. More importantly, he subsequently diligently destroyed
any surviving evidence when he invented a political useful past for himself. If we want to
understand what Hitler did not want us to see and how he cleverly created a space in politics for
himself—in short, if we want to understand how in moments of crisis people like Hitler can
emerge—we have no choice but to use to the best of our abilities imperfect recollections from
after the event. In fact, most of the sources that historians have used for decades in their attempt
to unmask Hitler are far more problematic in nature than Grünbauer’s recollections.
All Hitler biographies are based in their coverage of the time between Hitler’s birth and
the outbreak of World War I on a very small number of highly problematic and flawed accounts:
the testimony of his friend August Kubitzek, Hanisch’s article, the three accounts relating to his
final year in Munich, the 1930s interview of Elisabeth Grünbauer’s mother, and a handful of
other accounts. In other words, they are based, in the case of Kubitzek, on somebody who
produced one pro-Nazi account during the years of the Third Reich and another one after the war
aimed at proving that he had not, in fact, been involved politically with Hitler. In other cases, we
are dealing with anonymous 1930s sources, accounts recorded by Nazi authorities, an interview
that was edited to bring it in line with the story Hitler had tried to tell, the recollections of a
daughter of a peer of Hitler’s who had not even been alive at the time, and other testimony either
meant to please Hitler while he was in power or to invent distance from Hitler after the event,
thus aimed at saving the tellers’ own skins in the late 1940s and 1950s. In short, what we know,
or what we think we know, about the political and personal development of Hitler from the time
of his birth to the time of World War I is based on testimony that is often even more problematic
than that of Grünbauer.
As we have seen, Grünbauer’s interview is not simply based on the recollections of a
young girl 80 years after the event. Rather it should be treated as collective family recollections.
Additionally, her interview is also credible for the way it aligns with other sources, such as
Helene Hanfstaengl’s account. Furthermore, Grünbauer is aware of her own limitations. She
neither tells overly detailed stories, nor does she provide verbatim quotes, both of which would
render her testimony less reliable. She is also explicit in acknowledging that some of her
testimony is based on what her parents had told her. Likewise, she does not shy away from
telling Höffkes that in certain instances she is unsure about her answers, adding that she wished
that her brother had still been around, as, according to her, he would have remembered more than
she did. Maybe most importantly, Grünbauer is not trying to provide an account that would
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sanitize her and her family. Ever since 1945, there has been a tendency for people who knew
Hitler to claim that they had only known him socially and had never been present in discussions
about politics. However, in the case of Grünbauer, we have none of that. She readily volunteers
information about Hitler that most people would have omitted or downplayed. For all these
reasons, Elisabeth Grünbauer’s testimony about the origins of Hitler’s antisemitism is thus both
plausible and probable.
Just as in the case of all other surviving pieces of evidence relating to Hitler’s life prior to
World War I, doubts remain about some of Grünbauer’s statements, but they should not lead us
to dismiss her interview. Instead, they should inspire us to look further.
In her beautifully written book, Paper Love: Searching for the Girl My Grandfather Left
Behind, the American–Jewish writer and critic Sarah Wildman embarks on a journey aimed at
uncovering the hidden story of the Jewish girl her grandfather had loved, but had to leave behind
when he emigrated in the late 1930s from Vienna to America. Hitler’s past in Vienna and that of
Wildman’s grandfather in Austria’s capital city could not be more different. Yet both their pasts
are cloaked in secrecy. Both their pasts intersected with or were part of Jewish life in Vienna.
And in both their cases, making sense of their hidden pasts promises to provide the key to
understanding their subsequent lives and their diverging attitudes toward Vienna. While Hitler
would rage about the city’s Jews and hate Vienna for the rest of his life, Wildman’s grandfather
would return to the city whenever he could. Despite the trauma he experienced in Austria and all
the family and friends he lost in the Shoah, the Vienna of his youth was always “the wonderful
city” for him. As Sarah Wildman writes, “It doesn’t get any better than this, [my grandfather]
would recall thinking, in his rosy recounting of life in Vienna.”55
If we want to unlock the missing link between Hitler’s Vienna years and his subsequent
life—if we want to know if Grünbauer’s recollections really point us into the right direction—we
need someone to research and write about Hitler’s hidden last three years in Vienna as
imaginatively as Wildman wrote about her grandfather. Why was Vienna not a “wonderful city”
for Hitler? Why did he hate it so much? Why did he want to move away, repeatedly misdating
his departure from the city? Why did he almost always refuse to talk about his time there? Why
did he hardly ever return? What caused his antisemitism to mutate over time? Finally, we need to
revisit not only the pre-1914 origins of Hitler’s antisemitism, but also the ferocity with which it
broke through in 1919. We need to examine the question of whether Hitler already had
developed a preferred “final solution” by the early 1920s that was genocidal in character.56
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